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Many organizations are scaling down their core work forces and increasing their use of
contingent workers to reduce labour costs and meet the fluctuating demands of the global
marketplace. Contingent employment may include non-regular part-time work, temporary
work, independent contract work, dependent contract work, and employee leasing
arrangements (Nollen and Axel 1996; Human Resources Development Canada 1994; duRivage
1992; Belous 1989). An organization's contingent work force may include professional, highly
skilled, low-skilled and unskilled workers. If an organization does not manage its contingent
work force effectively, the savings in labour costs may be more than offset by decreases in
productivity and work quality.”
The following are some guidelines for dealing with critical issues that can jeopardize a
contingent work force strategy.

General Issues








Have a contingent staffing strategy, developed and sup-ported by top management.
Communicate this strategy to core employees.
Revise company policies, e.g. work dispute, hours of work and overtime, and
harassment policies, to ensure that core and contingent workers receive equal
treatment.
Establish clear guidelines for managers with contingent workers, e.g. establish who is
responsible for productivity rates, performance appraisals, work assignments, etc. for
these workers.
Clearly inform the contingent workers who their supervisors are.

Job Security Issues


Offer longer contracts and provide the contract expiration date from the outset.



Employ fewer contingent workers.



Rehire effective contingent workers for additional contracts.



Make internal job postings available to contingent workers.
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Job Control Issues


Give contingent workers the opportunity for input.



Give contingent workers the same degree of autonomy as core workers.

Social Support and Interpersonal Relations Issues


Give contingent workers an orientation program.



Inform both contingent and permanent workers about the role and responsibilities of
contingent workers in clear and specific terms.



Identify support persons for contingent workers. Skill Utilization Issues



Match the skills of the contingent worker with the requirements of the job and the
culture of the organization.



Train to familiarize contingent workers with their new responsibilities and
surroundings.

Social Comparison Issues


Differentiate the work of core and contingent workers to avoid inequity problems.



Consider offering contingent workers a wage premium in partial replacement of
benefits or choose contingency workers from a temp agency that pays some benefits to
their workers.

Job Content Issues


Provide interesting or challenging work assignments whenever possible.



Use job rotation among low-skilled contingent workers to avoid the stress of repetitive
work.



Give contingent workers feedback during their assignments and at the end of the
contract.

Role Stressor Issues


Make performance standards clear to contingent workers from the outset.



Monitor the workload of contingent workers to ensure against under- or overutilization.
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Psychological Contract Issues


To avoid 'permanent temporaries' establish a policy that after a specified period in a
job, say one year, the contingent worker will be hired as a full-time employee.

The information in these guidelines was extracted from the 1997 IRC Press Publication
by Kelly Ann Daly entitled Managing the Contingent Workforce: Lessons for Success, which
provides more detailed information on the topic.
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